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It is well known that certain topological spaces are determined
by
rings of continuous
real functions defined over them [l; 2; 3],1 and
for differentiable
manifolds
the functions
may be differen tiable
[4; 7]. In this note we prove that the Lie algebra of all tangent vector
fields with compact supports on an infinitely differentiable
manifold
determines
the manifold,
and that two such manifolds
with isomorphic
Lie algebras
are differentiably
homeomorphic.
This Lie
algebra has been studied by H. Cartan
[6], and for the case of

analytic manifolds by Chevalley

[5].

Let X be an infinitely differentiable
(smooth) manifold and let R
be the real numbers. Denote by D the algebra over R of all infinitely
differentiable
functions on X with the natural addition and multiplication, and by D0 the subalgebra of D consisting of those functions
with compact supports (that is, which vanish outside of compact
sets). A tangent vector field L is a linear operator on D to D which is
also an abstract
derivative,
that is, if a, bCR and /, gCD, then

L(af+bg) =aL(f)+bL(g) and L(fg) =fL(g)+gL(f). The set £ of all
tangent vector fields, with the obvious addition and multiplication
by real numbers, becomes a Lie algebra2 over R when the product of

Li and L2 is defined by

[Li, L2](f) = Li(L2(f)) - L2(Li(f)).
If jT1, •••,/"
are local coordinates
in a neighborhood
V of x£A,
then there is a neighborhood
U of x, contained in V, such that functions g1, • • ■ , gnCD exist which are equal to the functions /' in U.
One can then show,3 for any LC°C and/£P>,
that

(1)

L(f)=^TL(g<)
dg'

in the neighborhood
U, where the summation
convention
operates
in (1). Hence L(gl) are the local coordinates
of the (contravariant)
tangent vector field L. The algebra J^ may also be regarded as a
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refer to the bibliography
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2 See for example [5 ] and [6 ].
3 For the case of analytic
proof is given in [4].

functions,

a proof is given in [5]. For functions
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module over D but this structure for 7^ is too rich for our purpose as
the coefficient ring D itself determines X [7], We also define the subalgebra J^oE-d t° be those elements of 7^ which map D into D0. It is
easy to see that /ja consists of those tangent vector fields with compact supports, that is, all of whose components
vanish outside of
compact sets.
The reconstruction
of X from ^0 follows classical lines, for which
information
as to the structure of ideals in „£o is needed.

Lemma 1. If It^jQa is an ideal 0/=£o, then there exists a point x£A"
such that all components of every element of I vanish at x.
Proof. Suppose that for each x there exists an L£7 such that, in
the local coordinates
g1, • • • , gn, the components
Xi = L(gi) do not
all vanish at x. There exist then local coordinates
h1, • • • , hn such
that the components vi = L(hi) =0 if i^k and vk= l in a neighborhood
of x. To obtain such functions h{ one has only to solve the system of
linear ordinary differential equations

dg'

x<= in a neighborhood

(S-U-.4

U of x and choose additive

"constants"

of integra-

tion c'Qi1, • • • , h>, ■ • ■, hn) so that the Jacobian
d(g\ • ■ ■ ,gn)/d(h\
in U. The functions

■ ■ ■ , ft")5*0

h* may then be extended

infinitely differentiable

over all of X so as to be

(at least if the neighborhood

U is slightly

shrunk). The vector field L in this preferred coordinate
system we
will call a local unit vector in the ^-direction.
Let the notation now be chosen so that X* are the coordinates of a
local unit in the 1-direction. If ME£
and has components pi then

the jth component

of [L, M] is

dp>

dV

dpi

dg1

dg1

dg1

[L, M]i = \<-p'-=-

Since we may always find functions p1' so that dp'/dg1 are arbitrary
near x, it is clear that every element of £ is locally equal to an ele-

ment of I.
Consider now an arbitrary
element L£^o
and let 5 be the support of L. Cover 5 by a finite set of neighborhoods
Vit i= 1, • • • , r,
with compact closures such that VtEUi where U{ is open and 77,- is
compact and with which are associated elements A7,£7 which are
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local units in F< with supports contained in Z7,\ Let { Wi} be an
open covering of 5 with W.-C V{ with associated functions/*££>
such

that fi(x) = 1 for x£ W( and ft(x) = 0 for x£ Vt. Set Lx=fxL and Lf
= L—Li. Then there exists Ai£^0 such that Li= [ilfi, A^]. Now let
L2=f2Lf
that

and L2*=Lf-L2

= L-Li-L2.

L2 = [-M2, A2]. Continuing

L*=0=L-Li-

There exists A2£^0

such

this process gives at the rth step

■ ■ ■ ~Lr or

L = 2 [If*,A,].
From this it follows that I=-Co and this contradiction
proof.

completes

the

Lemma 2. // I^J^o is an ideal and x a point where all components of
every element of I vanish and if LCI and \i —L(gi), then all derivatives
of the X*also vanish at x.

Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then for some X* and some integer
r>0, dT\l/dgil ■ ■ ■dg^^O at x. Let M be a local unit in the i-direction, then the/th

component

of [L, M] is, near x, equal to

dp.'

d\>

dgl

dg*

[L, M]' = X<-m*Therefore
derivatives

=-

[L, M] has at least one component
of order

then give an element

r — 1 at x. Choice

d\>
dg*

with

of successive

nonvanishing
local units

of I not all of whose components

vanish

will

at x.

The above lemmas yield at once the following theorem.
Theorem
1. Each maximal ideal of J^o consists of all elements of j(j>
all of whose components, along with all of their derivatives, vanish at
some fixed point x£ X.
Theorem 1 gives a natural one-one correspondence
between X and
the set X* of all maximal ideals of J^>. With a suitable topology on
X* this correspondence
is a homeomorphism.
If A CX, denote by A*
the corresponding set of maximal ideals. The maximal ideal associated
with x will be denoted by Ix. The Stone topology on X* is the closure

topology defined by: 0=0

and if A*^<p then closure of A*

= (l\ IZ)C\jtA'J)- To see that this closure operator defines a topology
in A* which makes the natural mapping a homeomorphism
we need
but show that A*= closure of A*. But this last relation follows at
once. For if x£^4, then the components
of all elements of the members
of restrictions
Ojia'Jmay apply
vanish
at seethe
points of A and hence at x by conLicense
or copyright
to redistribution;
https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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tinuity. Likewise for their derivatives.
Thus 7x£closure
of 4* and
closure of 4*£4*.
Conversely,
if 7x£closure
of 4* then IxX>f]jtA'J
= K and some element of K does not have vanishing components at
x. Thus x £4 whence Ix£4 * and closure of 4 * D4 *. This completes

the proof of
Theorem

2. X* with the Stone topology is homeomorphic to X.

Theorem 3. Let X and Y be smooth manifolds with isomorphic Lie
algebras, then the natural homeomorphism of X onto Y given by Theorem

2 is infinitely differentiable.
The proof depends

on the following lemma.4

Lemma 3. Let 70 be the maximal idea of ^0 associated with the point
Xq and L any element of £j>; then L does not vanish at xo if and only if
(2)

[L, .&] + 70 = £0.

Proof. If L does not vanish at x0, it follows from the proof of
Lemma 1 that there exists for every NE£o
an MEJ^o such that

[L, M]=N

in a neighborhood of x0. Hence [L, M]—NEIo-

Con-

versely, if (2) holds and L vanishes at x0, then for every N, with
components vl, there is an M, with components p', such that

(3)

dpi

dV

dg'

dg'

X<-p*-=

vj

to within an element of 70, where X* are the components
of L, all
vanishing at x0. But this is impossible as may be seen by considering
only the terms in (3) which are of the first order in the coordinates.
It is thus possible to characterize
vector fields vanishing at a point.
Let t denote the natural homeomorphism
of X onto Y given by
Theorem 2. Then the isomorphism of the Lie algebras will send a
vector field on X vanishing at x0 into a vector field on F vanishing at
yo=T(x0). Since, under r, functions on Y go into functions on X it
suffices to show that this correspondence
preserves differentiability.
Let 4>(y) be infinitely differentiable,
^(x) =<p(r(x)), and M be a vector
field not vanishing
at yo = r(x0). Let L correspond
to M under the
isomorphism
and consider <pM=Mi and its image Li under the isomorphism.
Then Mi=<p(y0)M+Mo
where M0 vanishes at y0 and
hence, by Lemma 3, Li=^(xo)L+Lo
where L0 vanishes at x0. Since
L does not vanish at x0 we may suppose that L is a local unit in the
4 The authors are much indebted to the referee who suggested the proof of the differentiability and to whom we are indebted for Lemma 3 which is the essential step.
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1-direction. Then if X* are the coordinates of Li we have X}=/(x0) • 1
at xQ. Since the components of Li are infinitely differentiable,
so is
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